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Don and his group walked up the towpath. They found the canal prat-,
ty well frozen over and the ice skating wonderful. Eleanor skated from
the Carderock road across the canal, continuously, to the trail turning
mile. While Jimmy, Arnold,
off to the cliffs, a distance of about one-half

and Don busied themselves starting off a Cape of Good Hope Traverse,
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With a rowboat had out u) a hand. lino across the canal, which made a very
s atisfactory ferryboat of the SS. (Incidentally, the present SS is a
brand-new, Christmas 1945 model.) The morning, at the cliffs was spent
on beginnersI climbs and rappels, chiefly, with boating on the Potomac as
a side line. The cliffs were doubly damp and slippery, (1) slippery rock,
time
and (2) lush slipnery green moss. Don, Arnold, and Chris arrived in
for lunch, having walked up the towpath where they found 11 kinds of ediin the early
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Donald and Sally on Don's Piton
Inhich is often omitted by climbers on that formidable route, made into a
lead from below), latex joined by Stimmy; Chris took the Rostelers, Roger,
and John, in charge, to try out the ?ink and Blue Easter Egg Climbs,
joined by Jimmy; while Jan, T-Wth, and Eleanar'struggled with the intricacies of the Green Easter Egg Climb.
,§2ider Walk, Carderock (A-16)
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break in the main cliff. A few
the lower part of the cliff is ornamented by a seam which obliques upward
to the left. By the use of opposition holds in this crack one may gain a
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This climb is well named the Spider Walk from the
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"The Spider Walk is harder than it looks." --Aesop.
3.1sie's Edgefaco, Carderock (B-18)
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identity remains a mystery.
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